have been used to measure tissue fluid pressure do measure the hydrostatic pressure that existed locally at the site and time of measurement. (2) The methods used to measure interstitial hydrostatic pressure often significantly increased the pressure that was to be measured because of changes resulting from tissue preparation and the effects of tissue injury. (3) In most undisturbed subcutaneous tissue, there usually is a subatmospheric or negative pressure within the interstitium. This corresponds to the hydrostatic pressure in the free fluid phase of the interstitium. (4) In a variety of other tissues, the interstitial fluid pressure is positive relative to atmospheric pressure. However, even in most of these, it appears that the interstitial fluid pressure is negative relative to the total tissue pressure (i.e., sum of fluid plus mechanical pressures excluding osmotic pressure). Use of total tissue pressure as the reference for interstitial fluid pressure measurements is very important because it shows that even tissues with positive fluid pressures are not normally edematous.
Source of the Controversy
Two major factors are responsible for existing differences in opinion. The first is that some techniques indicate pressures are positive, whereas others indicate pressures are negative. The basis for these differences has not been adequately explained.
The second major problem arises directly from a lack of adequate terminology. To illustrate this, consider that the interstitial fluid is a heterogeneous mixture of gel and free fluid and is most frequently considered to be in two phases (Engel et al., 1960; Guyton et al., 1971a; Wiederhielm, 1972; Haljamae, 1974; Guyton et al., 1975; Watson and Grodins, 1978; Brace and Guyton, 1979) : a free fluid phase of relatively small volume and a gel fluid phase containing the major part of the tissue fluid. Does 282 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 49, No. 2, AUGUST 1981 "interstitial fluid pressure" refer to the hydrostatic pressure in the free fluid or in the gel fluid? It has been used in reference to either the free fluid or the gel fluid phase or even to both without adequate distinction, despite the fact that theoretically the hydrostatic pressures in these two fluid phases are never equal (Brace and Guyton, 1979) . Awareness of this problem has been growing In fact, Wiederhielm (1977) recently stated that "it is possible that the controversy over 'positive' versus 'negative' tissue pressure is merely a matter of semantics." Terminology is certainly a major problem, but it is only one of two problems. For the present, "interstitial fluid pressure" will be taken to mean the hydrostatic pressure in spaces containing the free fluid. This definition appears necessary and will be considered in detail below. The terms "tissue absorption pressure," "matrix imbibition pressure," and "matrix swelling pressure" may be taken as synonyms for this definition of tissue fluid pressure because the free fluid must be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the osmotic plus hydrostatic forces within the gel phase of the interstitium.
Methods for Measuring Tissue Fluid Pressure
A variety of direct and indirect methods have been used to measure interstitial fluid pressure. For example, Starling (1896) injected fluid into subcutaneous tissue and measured pressures much greater than any reported recently. Table 1 categorizes the methods and compares what may be considered to be typical results obtained with each as used prior to recent attempts to evaluate possible measurement problems (see Table 7 for comparison). Although there is no general agreement, the differences in Table 1 initially may appear to be insignificantly small. However, these differences are highly significant. To understand this, consider the fact that all of the methods of Table 1 , except method II.A.2, do measure the local tissue fluid pressure at the site of measurement. The problem is that the different pressures of Table 1 may result in large part from very large changes in interstitial volume at the site of measurement since a change in pressure of only a few mm Hg may correspond to a 100% increase in interstitial volume (Guyton, 1965; Eliassen et al, 1974 ). It appears that, because of the sensitivity of the interstitium to volume changes, a difference of 1 mm Hg or more should be considered significant.
All of the methods listed in Table 1 were used in hope of measuring the same pressure. The differences must be accounted for or eliminated in order to attain a consistent and unified understanding of interstitial fluid pressure and its measurement. The following sections summarize the recent-and current progress toward explaining the bases for the differences.
Solid, Total and Fluid Pressures
One of the most important advances that is gaining general acceptance is the distinction between (Brace et al., 1975 ) e) Large pore osmometer method (Wiederhielm. 1972 ) f) Punctured hollow fiber osmometer method (Reed, 1979) B. Chronic method 1. Capsule method (Guyton, 1963) //. Indirect methods A. Calculated from Starling equation P j -1. Isogravimetric P c (Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera, 1948 ) 2 Micropuncture P r (Hargens et al., 1978b) B Lymphatic pressure 1 Pressure in initial lymphatics (McMaster, 1947) fluid pressure and total pressure within the interstitial spaces. As McDonald (1968) pointed out, the pressure beneath normal skin exposed to atmospheric pressure must be essentially atmospheric, i.e., zero. However, this is the total pressure in the tissue. Fluid pressure can be different from total pressure because of forces in the structural elements such as collagen and the ground substance. This force in the structural elements (i.e., average over components of stress tensors of the non-fluid elements), has been most frequently referred to as solid tissue pressure (Guyton et al., 1971a; Staub, 1977) and will be positive if the structural elements are being compressed or negative if they are under tension. Figure 1A shows that the fluid and solid forces sum to produce the total pressure. A more direct example of the interrelationships between the hydrostatic, solid, and total pressures is illustrated in Figure IB for common cellulose sponge and water in a latex surgical glove. This model system behaves very much like subcutaneous tissue: as the fluid volume is decreased, the hydrostatic pressure decreases whereas increases in fluid volume cause the matrix to swell until saturated (320 ml in Fig. IB (Scholander, 1971; . B: The solid, fluid and total pressure relationships for a common cellulose sponge and water m a latex surgeon's glove (fingers removed). sponge is saturated, it stays as free fluid, i.e., edema. (It should also be noted that there are important differences between this simple sponge model and the interstitium-the primary difference being the osmotic contribution of the interstitial matrix to interstitial absorption force and this is discussed below.)
The fluid, solid, and total pressure relationships have been discussed in considerable detail (Guyton et al., 1971a (Guyton et al., , 1971b Guyton, 1977b, 1979) . These relationships indicate that the previous acceptance of +1 to +5 mm Hg as the normal value of tissue fluid pressure probably occurred because the methods which were used, such as needle pressure following fluid injection (method I.A-1 of Table 1), were in fact estimating total tissue pressure (Guyton et al., 1971a . Recently, the measurement of total tissue pressure has undergone increased clinical usage, particularly as a diagnostic aid for the compartment syndrome (Reneman and Jageneau, 1973; Whiteside et al., 1975; Matsen et al., 1976; Clayton et al., 1977; Hargens et al., 1977) .
FLUID PRESSURE I N UNDISTURBED TISSUE

FIGURE 2
Factors responsible for the variability in measured fluid pressures using the methods of Table 1 .
Problems with Methods for Acute Measurement
As seen in section I.A-2 of Table 1 , there are six methods which recently have been used acutely to measure interstitial fluid pressure. The variability in the pressures recorded with these methods is significant and appears to be caused by three main factors: (1) species variations, (2) interlaboratory variations within a given species, and (3) changes due to preparation of the tissues for measurement (the relationships among these and other factors are shown in Figure 2 ). If each of these three problems were eliminated or at least minimized, would the acutely measured pressure represent that which existed in the undisturbed tissue? The answer to this question appears to be no. This is because of the apparently large effects of tissue injury and the subsequent local inflammation in response to insertion of the pressure-measuring device. Each of these problems will be considered separately.
Species Variations in Interstitial Fluid Pressure
To demonstrate variations among species, it appears necessary to have an investigator make pressure measurements in the same laboratory under constant conditions. This has been done several times. For example, Reaves et al. (1974) found subcutaneous wick pressures to average -4.5 mm Hg in the bat wing, -3.7 mm Hg in the ground squirrel, and -2.9 mm Hg in the rat. Snashall et al. (1971) found differences between man and rat subcutaneous wick pressures. Subcutaneous pressures in the rat appear to average 2 mm Hg more positive than in the dog (see Table 6 and 7). Also, Scholander et aL (1968) recorded different pressures in several nonmammalian species. Although this shows that tissue fluid pressure may depend on the type of animal, previous acute studies cannot be used to quantify the extent of interspecies variations because of the measurement difficulties discussed below. 284 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 49, No. 2, AUGUST 1981 
Interlaboratory Variations in Tissue Fluid Pressure
The variations in pressures recorded in different laboratories that use the same technique and same experimental animal are, at best, difficult to reconcile. For example, Table 2 compares pressures measured with the most commonly used acute technique (the wick method) in rat subcutaneous tissue. The measured pressures appear reproducible within any given laboratory since Fadnes, Reed, and Aukland (Fadnes et ah, 1977; Reed, 1979) have reported several studies in which the pressures in the rat average -0.7 mm Hg. Currently, there are no satisfactory explanations for the differences listed in Table 2 , although several factors may contribute.
Some of these variations may be due to different species of rats, to the use of different subcutaneous sites, to dietary factors and state of hydration, or to the position of the animal. For example, equilibration needle pressures in dog hindlimb and abdomen averaged -2.7 mm Hg and the needle pressure decreased to -7.4 mm Hg in the axillary space and groin because of tension resulting from limb restraint (Brace et al., 1975) .
Another factor that has not generally been recognized is the problem caused by evaporation from minute leaks in the pressure-recording transducers. This can be tested by occluding the catheter leading to the tissue from a transducer that is otherwise closed to the atmosphere and following the recorded pressure for a minimum of 1 hour. A large majority of the pressure transducers tested in this fashion display a fall in pressure due to evaporative fluid loss from very small leaks in the transducer or in the connections to it. This pressure drop may be only 1 mm Hg or it may exceed 80 mm Hg in 1 hour. This would tend to cause the recorded pressure to be more negative than the true pressure at the site of measurement. Though each of the above factors may contribute to the lack of consistency shown in Table 2 , the actual causes are unknown.
Changes with Preparation for Measurement
Changes occurring while a tissue is being prepared for measurement are often difficult to study. In spite of this, the last few years have witnessed several studies showing changes in an increasing number of variables. For example, tissue fluid pressure as measured with the chronic capsule technique normally averaged -6 mm Hg in the intact hindlimb of the anesthetized dog (Guyton, 1963) . With standard methods for surgical removal and perfusion, capsular pressure averages +1 mm Hg in the hindlimb following isolation (Diana et al., 1972 ). This appears to be due to several interacting mechanisms Guyton, 1976, 1977a) which cause an increase in hindlimb weight of only 6-10% during the isolation and initial perfusion procedures .
The changes that occur in response to preparation for micropuncture studies are beginning to be explored, but many more studies are needed. Nordin et al. (1978) found that blood flow to the tracheal mucosa of the rabbit increased to 5 times normal following surgical exposure and clamping in preparation for micropuncture. Since this was due largely to a decreased precapillary resistance, the increased flow and associated elevation in capillary pressure resulted in increased tissue hydration and fluid pressure.
Preparation of the bat wing for microneedle measurements is less traumatic. However, the preparation suffers from the lack of a free fluid space which is necessary to make pressure measurements. In some wings, a few isolated pockets of free fluid are found and in others no free fluid can be found. Nicoll and Hogan (1978; Hogan and Nicoll, 1978) have recently reexamined the bat wing, and they reported that, with careful preparation, the microneedle tissue pressure averages about 2 to 3 mm Hg lower than that found in earlier studies, in spite of the fact that fluid had to be injected into the tissue before a pressure could be measured.
A potential problem with tissue prepared for micropuncture is that local heating, such as that associated with high intensity illumination or with warm air surrounding the tissue, causes tissue fluid pressures as measured with the wick to increase by 4 mm Hg (Reaves et al., 1974) . Others have demonstrated this or closely related phenomena in different animals (Hargens et al., 1978a) . Another frequent problem with micropuncture studies in surgically exposed tissue is that supervision with physiological salt solutions such as Ringer's or saline causes tissue to swell: subcutaneous tissue increased weight by an average of 50-100% (Brace and Guyton, 1979) or more if protein movement is restricted (Wiederhielm, 1972) . Consequently, any interstitial hydrostatic pressure measured during or after superfusion with physiological salt solutions should provide a recording of essentially ambient pressure. This has, in fact, been found to be the case not only with micropuncture pressures (Clough and Smaje, 1977; Hargens and Zweifach, 1976) but also with wick (Clough and Smaje, 1977) and chronic capsule pressures (Altamirano et al., 1975) .
Even the effects of anesthesia must be considered, since pentobarbital anesthesia in the dog alters arterial pressure (Fray et al., 1976) and produces a maintained doubling of forelimb blood flow (Brace, 1978) whereas subsequent surgery causes arterial pressure to rise by an average of 30 to 40 mm Hg (Fray et al., 1976; Brace, 1978) . In general, many more studies are needed to delineate whatever changes occur in response to anesthesia and preparation for measurements.
Effects of Tissue Injury and Local Inflammation
It has long been recognized that tissue inflammation occurs in response to trauma. The inflammation is mediated by locally released agents, primarily histamine, prostaglandins, and kinins (Weismann, 1974) . These cause increased capillary permeability and tissue swelling due to interstitial absorption of fluid and protein from the vasculature (Weismarm, 1974; .
There appear to be two phases to the inflammatory reaction that may substantially affect fluid pressure measurements. First, following needle insertion into subcutaneous tissue, there is a "very large" increase in capillary permeability to the plasma proteins as evidenced by a rapid flux of proteins into the interstitium from the plasma; however, the permeability appears to return to normal within one-half hour . Also, blood flow adjacent to the inserted needle increases by 5-to 7-fold (Holloway, 1979) . Second, 2 or more hours after the insertion, capillary permeability again increases (cf. . It is the inflammatory reaction during the initial one-half hour that primarily affects the pressure measurements being discussed.
Thus far, little attention has been paid to the possibility that local tissue injury and the subsequent inflammation in response to insertion of a pressure-measuring device may cause the acutely measured fluid pressure to be greater than that which existed before insertion. Prather et al. (1971) found wick pressure in the rabbit averaged -2.6 mm Hg while chronic capsular pressure averaged -4.6 mm Hg, and suggested that the difference between these pressures may be due to "injury and consequent edema produced during wick insertion," but this suggestion appears to have been ignored. Bengis and Guyton (1977) found that epidural fluid pressure in the dog averaged -2.7 mm Hg following acute insertion of a catheter and -5.8 mm Hg with a chronically implanted catheter. These findings suggest that acute tissue injury may elevate acutely measured pressures by 2 to 3 mm Hg. The data of also suggest that local inflammation may increase the measured interstitial fluid pressure. Subcutaneous wick pressure in the rat averaged -1 mm Hg and this decreased to an average of about -3 to -4 mm Hg with drug pretreatment to reduce local inflammation, i.e., to block prostaglandin synthesis and to antagonize the effects of histamine. However, for unknown reasons, this effect was not found with small diameter wicks .
In experiments to determine whether local inflammation alters acutely measured pressures, this author (1979) found subcutaneous pressure averaged -1 mm Hg in the anesthetized rat and -2 mm Hg in the anesthetized dog when pressures were measured acutely with a miniature porous polyethylene matrix similar to that used by Ott and Guyton (1971) . The animals then were killed rapidly to eliminate the local swelling with inflammation that occurs with insertion of the pressure-measuring device. During and after this procedure, the continuously recorded pressures were unaltered. By recording pressures at new subcutaneous sites that had not been previously distrubed, it was found that the pressures averaged -3 mm Hg in the rat and -5 mm Hg in the dog. However, the recorded pressures in the dead animals were the same as in the anesthetized animals if the measurement was repeated at a site used in the anesthetized animal (Table 3) .
It is unlikely that rapidly killing the animals had significant effects on tissue fluid pressure since, with no blood flow, osmotic buffering by the plasma protein and a very small capillary volume would prevent large transcapillary fluid shifts and the effects of cellular swelling would be small since subcutaneous tissue has a low cell density. Furthermore, postmortem examination revealed many microhemorrhages and the tissue appeared shiny and wet at the sites of pressure measurement in the anesthetized animals. This differed from the appearance of the tissue adjacent to the pressure measurement sites and differed from the appearance of the sites used following death of the animals because there were no microhemorrhages, and these tissues appeared dry in comparison. Thus, these studies collectively suggest not only that local inflammation increased acutely measured subcutaneous pressures by 2 to 3 mm Hg, but also that the locally elevated pressure does not rapidly equilibrate with the surrounding tissue where the pressure is lower. The elevated fluid pressure appears to be due to the excess protein that enters from the vasculature during the first phase of the inflammatory reaction and surrounds the pressure-measuring device. The excess protein would cause the interstitial fluid protein osmotic pressure to be higher than normal, and this, in turn, would draw water to the area and thereby elevate the local interstitial fluid pressure. This excess protein would not be removed rapidly from the area by either diffusion or the lymphatics, since a period of hours is required for protein to diffuse through a few mm of tissue and lymphatic flow per hour is a very small fraction of interstitial volume. Though the data are far from complete, it appears reasonable to hypothesize that acutely measured pressures in the anesthetized or conscious animal generally have been elevated because of local injury. More studies are needed to document the extent of these changes and to determine whether local inflammation can be prevented.
Problems with Indirect Methods
Lymphatic Pressures
The lymphatic system drains fluid (and dissolved protein) from the interstitium and, after passing through a series of lymphatic channels, the fluid returns to the vasculature. The tissue fluid is believed widely to flow passively down a small pressure gradient and to enter the initial (also called terminal) lymphatics. Since the pressure gradient is thought to be small, the mean hydrostatic pressure in the initial lymphatics should very nearly equal the mean hydrostatic pressure in the tissues. As has been pointed out many times (cf. Zweifach and Silberberg, 1979) , since virtually all initial lymphatic pressures have been essentially ambient (averaging approximately 0 to +1 mm Hg), it is very difficult to believe a negative tissue pressure could exist.
First of all, the assumption that initial lymphatic pressure equals interstitial fluid pressure is well supported by the few studies in which both pressures were measured, as shown in Table 4 . The problem has been the failure to realize that both tissue and lymphatic hydrostatic pressures could have been elevated when lymphatic pressures were measured because of a combination of the factors discussed above. Clough and Smaje (1977) studied this problem and found not only that tissue and lymphatic fluid pressures are equal but also that the average tissue fluid pressure is positive when the average lymphatic pressure is positive, and negative when lymphatic pressure is negative. In addition, and perhaps more important, they found that tissue fluid pressure increased before lymphatic pressure could be measured in the mesentery, whether it was superfused with a fluorocarbon or with physiological salt solution, but the increase in tissue pressure was greatest with the salt solution supervision. More studies are needed to explore further the relationship between lymphatic and tissue fluid pressures over a broader range of positive and negative pressures.
Recent reexamination of lymphatic pressures in the bat wing web has shown negative lymphatic pressure Hogan and Nicoll, 1978) . This has very significant implications, since the previous report of positive pressure in the bat wing by Wiederhielm and Weston (1973) is the only report in the last decade of positive tissue fluid pressures in intact subcutaneous tissue that was thought to be hydrated normally.* On the other hand, during the same time period there have been several dozen studies from many parts of the world that report subatmospheric pressures in subcutis in many mammalian species. It is by no means clear whether the positive pressures found by Wiederhielm and Weston in the bat are normal or resulted from changes with preparation for measurement. However, a positive interstitial fluid pressure in the wing as a whole is very unlikely because it would mean the wing normally is edematous. More data for the bat are needed to clarify this. It should also be noted that preliminary experiments on the foot of the horse (Sandier et al., 1979) find only positive fluid pressure, as might be expected because of the gravitational effects. For the latter study, it is critical that the pressure measurement be related to total tissue pressure, and this is discussed below.
Tissue Fluid Pressure Calculated from the Starling Equation
The Starling equation relates the net rate of fluid movement (FM) across a capillary membrane to the capillary filtration coefficient (Kr) and to the net imbalance in hydrostatic (P) and protein osmotic (II) pressures within the capillary (c) and interstitial fluid (if):
where o is the reflection coefficient of the capillary membrane for the plasma proteins. Under resting conditions, FM/Kf in many tissues, including skin and skeletal muscle, appears to be normally a frac- 
' It ghould be noted that others have reported positive fluid pressure under different conditions (cf. Snashall, 1977 , Katz, 1978 . However, these do not appear to represent normal conditions. Snashall found positive pressures only wh«n the the hyaluronate concentration was increased to about 3 tunes what is considered normal Kau's positive pressures were measured after fluid injection Although KaU thought a steady state existed, it can be calculated from the ratio of his measured filtration coefficient (Kali, 1977) and tissue compliance (K ( /C) that, if IIKMJB fluid pressure was 5 mm Hg too high, the pressure would fall at a rate of only about 0.02 mm Hg/min (i.e., 5 x K r /C) due to capillary reabsorption-a value far too small to be detected with his methods. No definite conclusions can be made about the fluid pressure reported by Kati, since he also reported a plasma protein concentration of only 4.4 g/dl (1977) , and this corresponds to a plasma protein osmotic pressure about 7 mm Hg lower than what most report as normal tion of 1 mm Hg so that Equation 1 reduces to (2) Since o appears to be effectively indistinguishable from unity in subcutaneous tissue and skeletal muscle (Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera, 1948; Me-Namee and Grodins, 1975; Chen et al., 1976; , Equation 2 can be reduced further to = p c -(IL, - (3) but this should be used only in light of the known values of a. Equation 3 shows that if capillary hydrostatic and protein osmotic pressures and interstitial protein osmotic pressure can be measured, then the tissue fluid pressure can be calculated as long as the rate of transcapillary filtration is not great. Obviously, the accuracy of the resulting value for interstitial fluid pressure is totally dependent on the errors in the other three Starling forces. Of these three variables, only the capillary colloid osmotic pressure can be easily measured. All that is necessary to measure the animal's plasma protein osmotic pressure is to place a plasma sample on a membrane osmometer (Prather et al., 1968; Wiederhielm, 1973, Aukland and Johnsen, 1974) , and correct the resulting pressure to the body temperature of the animal by multiplying by the ratio of the absolute body to measurement temperature. Instead of direct measurement, many investigators have calculated the plasma colloid pressure from the plasma protein concentration, using the Landis and Pappenheimer equation (1963) . This procedure is not sufficiently accurate, since the resulting value depends heavily on the albumin-to-globulin ratio, particularly in the dog, and may be different from the measured value by 5 mm Hg or more (Navar and Navar, 1977) .
Tissue colloid osmotic pressure has been estimated by measuring the colloid osmotic pressure of the lymph draining from the tissue under study. The logic for this is that lymph protein concentration is thought to equal the tissue protein concentration. This assumption appears valid only for tissue-free fluid because partial steric exclusion within the interstitial gel may reduce the average interstitial fluid protein concentration to one-half that flowing into the initial lymphatics . However, the initial lymphatic protein must have essentially the same chemical potential as that in the tissue so that the colloid osmotic pressure of lymph may be the same as that of the proteins in the interstitium. For subcutaneous tissue, the use of lymph to represent tissue protein appears to be a good assumption (Olszewski, 1977) since lymph and tissue protein concentrations have been shown to be equal (Taylor and Gibson, 1975; Rutili and Arfor, 1975; but with low lymph flow rates, the lymphatic protein concentration may be elevated .
One additional potential problem with using lymph to estimate tissue colloid osmotic pressure is that within the gel phase of the interstitium there is an additional colloid osmotic pressure due to the gel itself. Thus, lymph represents only the free fluid phase in the interstitium. This is not a serious problem since all methods for measuring tissue fluid pressure can measure the pressure only in the free fluid phase. This is discussed in detail below.
Capillary pressure has been measured with two different procedures: the micropuncture method of Landis (1930; Wiederhielm et aL, 1964; Intaglietta, 1970) and the isogravimetric (isovolumetric or isofiltration, method of Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) . The micropuncture method determines the hydrostatic pressure in the capillary at the anatomic point of insertion, whereas the isogravimetric method estimates the functional pressure which participates in regulating transcapillary fluid movement. This is an important distinction because micropuncture capillary pressures appear to average in the order of 5 to 20 mm Hg greater than isogravimetric pressures (Hargens et al., 1978b) . This probably is due in large part to the weighting (averaging) of the capillary pressure which participates in fluid exchange to the venular end of the capillaries because of increased surface area and permeability at the venular ends (Wiederhielm, 1973) . Also, a majority of capillaries in several tissues are thought to be closed at any given time due to precapillary sphincter-like activity and, with pressure in these closed vessels equal to venular pressure, this would tend to make the functional capillary pressure lower than the midpoint pressure. The effects of tissue preparation may also contribute to the differences between micropuncture and isogravimetric pressures.
With the above as background, it is possible to compare and evaluate estimates of interstitial fluid pressure calculated from the Starling equation. Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) were the first to measure isogravimetric capillary pressure and, as seen in Table 5 , the tissue fluid pressure calculated from these data equal +2 mm Hg. Diana and co-workers (cf, 1972) have repeated the measurements of Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera, and Prf averages +1 mm Hg from their data, which also equals their measured value of chronic capsular tissue fluid pressure. Eliassen et al. (1974) measured n c -P c in isolated cat skeletal muscle and the calculated Py averages 0 mm Hg for their data. These data indicate that the tissue fluid pressure averaged 0 to 2 mm Hg. As many have asked, why are these values not subatmospheric if the real value of interstitial fluid pressure is negative? The answer to this question was studied carefully in the hindlimb (Brace and Guyton, 1976) hindpaw (Chen et al., 1976) , and forelimb ) of the dog. The calculated pressures cited above are ambient or slightly supra-atmospheric, since that was the existing value in the isolated 288 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 49, No. 2, AUGUST 1981 organ. It was found that only with great care to prevent fluid filtration during isolation (Brace and Guyton, 1976) , or by returning a tissue to its initial state of hydration (Chen et al., 1976) , are the values of Prf negative in the isolated limb as they ore in the intact limb. Note also that the calculated tissue fluid pressure and values measured with the chronic capsule method are virtually identical when the isogravimetric capillary pressure is used in the calculation (Table 5 ). This table also shows that use of micropuncture capillary pressures to calculate Pp roduces unrealistically high values (as is to be expected) since the pressure at the anatomical midpoint of the capillary is higher than the functional pressure.
The Chronic Capsular Method
Guyton's chronic capsular method has been used increasingly to measure interstitial fluid pressure. However, the accuracy of this method has yet to be determined. With this method, a hollow, perforated chamber is implanted in the tissue and the tissue is allowed to heal. The hydrostatic pressure in this chamber (called a capsule since it surrounds a pocket of free fluid) is initially elevated above atmospheric pressure but begins to fall after approximately 1-2 weeks when local inflammation starts to subside and stabilizes after approximately 4 weeks of implantation (Guyton, 1963; Adachi, 1974) . Table 6 compares the chronic subcutaneous capsular pressures recorded after 4-6 weeks of implantation and indicates a species variation since subcutaneous pressure in the rat averages 2 mm Hg more positive than in the dog (P < 0.01).
The capsular method was originally advocated since changes in capsular pressure agreed directionally with those predicted from the Starling equation (Guyton, 1963) . Support for the capsular method comes from the study of Granger and Taylor (1975) . They found that the granulation tissue surrounding the capsule has a reflection coefficient for the plasma proteins averaging 0.25. With this low value, (1974) there can be little, if any, maintained protein oncotic force between the tissue and capsular fluids, since a concentration gradient cannot be maintained over a period of weeks with only a slight restriction to protein movement. In fact, Katz (1978) has very recently studied this and found pressures recorded in the porous polyethylene matrix capsules to be insensitive to protein concentration.
Additional support for the capsular method comes from the only two studies in which all four Starling forces were measured simultaneously in the same tissue (Chen et al., 1976; . In these studies, the value of interstitial fluid pressure calculated from the Starling equation was the same as that measured with the chronic capsular method (Table 5 ).
Further support for the accuracy of the chronic capsule method is derived from the comparison of capsular pressures with the absorption pressure of tissue taken from an area adjacent to the capsule and placed on an osmometer with pores so large that protein movement is not restrained. With rapid tissue removal and care to prevent contamination with blood, the absorption pressure of dog subcutaneous tissue averaged -4.8 mm Hg as measured on the large pore osmometer, whereas capsular pressure averaged -4.0 mm Hg (Brace and Guyton, 1979; Christian and Brace, 1980) , suggesting that the two pressures are equal. In the rabbit, subcutaneous capsular pressures averaged -3.7 mm Hg (Table 6 ) and isolated skin absorption pressure averaged -2.7 mm Hg after initial equilibration and -1.9 mm Hg after 24 hours when the proteins may have diffused out of the tissue (Wiederhielm, 1972) . The latter capsule and isolated tissue pressures differ, possibly because of swelling before measurement in the isolated sample or possibly because the studies were not conducted in the same animals. Their similarity still suggests reasonable accuracy of the capsular method.
Recent acute measurements also suggest that the capsular pressure equals the tissue absoprtion pressure since, if the effects of local inflammation are greatly reduced or eliminated, subcutaneous fluid pressure averages -3.1 mm Hg in the rat and -5.1 mm Hg in the dog (Brace, 1979) . These values are essentially identical with the average chronic capsular pressure reported by many different investigators, as seen in Table 6 . However, results from the latter study are preliminary and more investigation is needed.
Over the past half dozen years, most capsules have been made of porous polyethylene with a pore size of 35 to 65 jim. These capsules have the advantage that little scar tissue formation occurs. However, the recorded pressures are essentially the same as in previous studies using the rigid multiperforated capsules (cf, Chen et al., 1976) .
There are conditions under which it appears that the average interstitial absorption pressure is not accurately measured with the capsule technique. This occurs not only during the first few days after implantation, when a pocket of free fluid may accumulate around the capsule because of inflammation, but may also occur in some tissues after a few months or more of implantation. For example, Calnan et al. (1972a Calnan et al. ( , 1972b found that capsule pressures in the rabbit and greyhound reached a steady state of approximately -8 to -9 mm Hg after 2 to 4 months. However, from the protein concentrations they reported, the average capillary pressure calculated from Equation 3 above is only 5 mm Hg in the rabbit and 7 mm Hg in the greyhound. Although recent studies in the rat , dog , and guinea pig (Christian and Brace, 1980) suggest that the functional capillary pressure may average only 10 to 11 mm Hg; the value of 5 to 7 mm Hg appears to be low, due to excessively negative pressures recorded from the chronic capsules. The cause of this apparently excessively negative pressure is unknown and needs study. It would be interesting to know whether the same pressures would be recorded after prolonged implantation if porous polyethylene capsules were used. Stromberg and Wiederhielm (1970) injected hyaluronidase into the implanted capsule and found that capsular pressure became positive. They interpreted this to mean that the negative pressure was an artifact. However, Chambers and Zweifach (1947) have shown that hyaluronidase disrupts capillary membrane integrity so that the tissue hydrostatic pressures would be abnormally high after treatment with hyaluronidase. In fact, McMaster (1947) showed that hyaluronidase increased edema fluid pressure by approximately 5 mm Hg. Thus, the effects of hyaluronidase on the negative capsular pressure do not necessarily mean that the negative pressure is an artifact.
Average Value of Subcutaneous Interstitial Fluid Pressure
In summary, with special attempts to prevent changes in hydration of the tissues prior to measurement, all methods currently indicate that the average interstitial fluid pressure in subcutaneous tissue is normally subatmospheric in the rat and dog. Table 7 summarized these results. It must be emphasized that these are average values; individual values can vary considerably and may even be supra-atmospheric on occasion. Previous studies which indicated that the average tissue fluid pressures were positive reflected the existing fluid pressures at the site and time of measurement, but this appears to be different from the average absorption pressure in undisturbed subcutaneous tissues because tissues are very sensitive to any manipulation occurring prior to measurement of the tissue fluid pressure.
It must be emphasized that these results pertain only to subcutaneous tissue and perhaps skeletal 290 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 49, No. 2, AUGUST 1981 muscle in which an attempt was made to eliminate most of the effects of gravity. Preliminary results have been obtained from a variety of other tissues, but much more data are needed to complete our understanding of the dynamic interstitial fluid pressure-volume relationships. Although the above clearly indicates progress is being made toward settling the controversy of positive vs. negative fluid pressure in subcutis, the controversy still exists for other tissues, particularly the lungs (Staub, 1977; Parker et al., 1979) .
Tissues with Supraatmospheric Fluid Pressures
Certain organs such as the eye, brain, and kidney have interstitial fluid pressures that are positive relative to atmospheric pressure. The difference between these organs and those in which tissue fluid pressure is subatmospheric appears to be due to the surrounding structure; i.e., the total pressure in the interstitial spaces of these organs is considerably greater than atmospheric pressure. For example, the brain is separated from the surrounding bone by the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Since CSF pressure averages approximately 10 mm Hg, the total tissue pressure in the brain must equal approximately 10 mm Hg. The tissue fluid pressures in the brain and kidney relative to total tissue pressure are listed in Table 8 . Note that even though the fluid pressures are supraatmospheric, they are also negative relative to total tissue pressure. This is a very important observation, not because Table 8 suggests that interstitial fluid pressure in virtually all organs is negative if the proper reference is used, but because it shows that these organs are not normally in an edematous state.
Although the data are far from complete, it appears that virtually all tissue fluid pressures normally may be negative relative to the surrounding total tissue pressure in the tissues that have been examined. To clarify this, the potential positive pressures in many tissues need to be studied in relation to total tissue pressure under varying states of hydration.
There are major advantages to using total tissue pressure as the reference for interstitial fluid pressure instead of atmospheric pressure. First, the relative states of hydration can be directly compared in different organs by comparing the values of tissue fluid pressure. A negative fluid pressure shows that the interstitial gel is not saturated and that a margin of safety exists before edema (i.e., free fluid) will develop. Second, edema occurs at essentially the same tissue pressure in all organs, i.e., when the absolute values of fluid and total pressures are equal, which is also when fluid pressure relative to total pressure equals zero.
Wiederhielm's Argument against Negative Fluid Pressure
Wiederhielm and his co-workers have been the most outspoken opponents of the concept of negative interstitial fluid pressure. Wiederhielm (1977) recently summarized his arguments and listed specific objections to the wick and capsule methods. Each of these two methods is used more frequently than all other methods combined. As seen from Tables 1, 2, 6, and 7, both methods indicate that subcutaneous fluid pressures are subatmospheric. Extensive data show that, on the average, the wick pressure averages 2 to 3 mm Hg more positive than capsular pressures in any given species (cf . Table  1 ). As for the wick technique, Wiederhielm (1977) suggested that its major disadvantage is that it is traumatic. This is certainly true. However, consider the problems that may affect the recorded wick pressure: (1) local bleeding, (2) local inflammation, and (3) local distortion of the tissue due to the presence of the wick. Each of these would tend to cause an increase in the recorded fluid pressure if there were any effect at all. The only factor which tends to reduce the recorded pressure is fluid evaporation from minute leaks in the transducer or connections as discussed above. Thus, the wick pressure appears to represent the maximum tissue absorption (i.e., free fluid) pressure and, if the absorption pressure in undisturbed tissue is different from the wick pressure, the tissue fluid pressure probably is lower than the wick pressure.
As for the capsular method, Wiederhielm suggested that, since the granulation or scar tissue that surrounds the implanted capsule behaves as a leaky, semipermeable membrane, the capsular pressure may result in part from differences in protein concentrations between the capsule and tissue. However, Granger and Taylor (1975) found that the capsular lining has an overall reflection coefficient for the plasma proteins averaging only 0.25. With this low value, it is impossible for any protein oncotic pressure difference to be maintained between the capsule and tissue fluids by any known mechanism since an interval of 4 weeks is allowed for equilibration. In fact, there appears to be no reason to believe a difference in chemical potential for the proteins exists between capsular and tissue fluid, since the protein concentrations in these two fluids are the same (Taylor and Gibson, 1975; if the capsule has been implanted for more than 4 weeks. In the studies suggesting a difference between capsular protein concentration and tissue protein concentration of 0.6 g/dl (Haljamae, 1974) , the capsules were sampled at a time when local inflammation was still subsiding and capsular protein concentration is known to be elevated at this time (Adachi et aL, 1974; Taylor and Gibson, 1975) . Thus, there appears to be no difference in protein concentration to affect the chronically equilibrated capsular pressure. With acute changes in either tissue or capsular protein concentrations, the capaular hydrostatic pressure may reflect a small protein oncotic contribution , but this has a maximum of approximately 1 mm Hg under physiological conditions. Also, the recent study by Katz (1978) suggests that there would be no protein osmotic effect at all. This is true particularly for the porous polyethylene capsules, since little if any scar tissue forms. Wiederhielm (1977) also stated that "in vivo and in vitro measurements of tissue oncotic pressure on large pore osmometers failed to give evidence of negative hydrostatic tissue pressures." However, note that Stromberg and Wiederhielm (1976) im-planted a large pore osmometer in rabbit subcutaneous tissue and found a pressure averaging -1.2 mm Hg after 1-7 days of implantation. This is evidence of a negative tissue absorption pressure, although small in magnitude and surprising, since capsular pressures are often positive at this time (Guyton, 1963; Adachi et al, 1974) because of local inflammation. With isolated rabbit skin on a large pore osmometer, Wiederhielm (1972) measured an absorption pressure of -2.7 mm Hg after 2 hours of equilibration. These data strongly support the existence of a subatmospheric absorption pressure in rabbit subcutaneous tissue. In more recent studies of isolated dog subcutaneous tissue on a large pore osmometer (Brace and Guyton, 1979) , the absorption pressure of -4.8 mm Hg was essentially the same as capsular pressure in the tissue (-4.0 mm Hg). Subatmospheric pressures are also found in the rat and guinea pig with the large pore osmometer method (Christian and Brace, 1980) . Thus, all data from large pore osmometers actually indicate the existence of a subatmospheric pressure. Wiederhielm (1972 Wiederhielm ( , 1977 also suggested that the capsular pressure may be more negative than tissue fluid pressure because of differences in polysaccharide content between tissue and capsular fluid. The polysaccharide content of capsular fluid (Haljamae et al., 1974) is so low that it makes no oncotic contribution, whereas tissue polysaccharide content is thought to average 0.6 to 0.7 g/dl (Laurent, 1972; Guyton et al., 1975; Wiederhielm, 1977) and may have a significant oncotic pressure under physiological conditions (Wiederhielm, 1972; Brace and Guyton, 1979) . However, the tissue polysaccharides are in the gel phase but not in the free fluid phase of the interstitium. Since all methods that have been used thus far measure only the pressure in the free fluid phase, the concern over gel fluid pressures is not directly relevant. However, theoretically, the fluid pressure within the gel phase of the interstitium is slightly more positive than in the free fluid phase (Brace and Guyton, 1979) .
Very recently, Wiederhielm (1979) published a mathematical model which was used to simulate capillary fluid exchange. Although many of the simulations are interesting, there are unfortunately several serious errors in the development of this model. A few follow. (1) Tissue fluid pressure was assumed to be identical to total tissue pressure; thus under no circumstance could interstitial fluid pressure be less than 0 mm Hg. (2) The partition of fluid between the free and gel fluid phases assigned an extremely excessive amount to the free fluid phase. This resulted since the protein dilutional space within the interstitium was assumed to equal the free fluid space. Most investigators accept the idea that protein is only partially, not totally, excluded from the gel phase. The data for myxedema that Wiederhielm cited show this to be true. This also ignores his own statements that no free fluid can be found in some bat wing preparations (pre-292 CIRCULATION RESEARCH VOL. 49, No. 2, AUGUST 1981 sented at the Second World Congress for the Microcirculation, San Diego, California, 1979) . (3) Lymph was assumed to have a concentration equal to the average of the gel and free fluid phase, whereas lymph in the initial lymphatics appears to be essentially in thermodynamic equilibrium with the free fluid phase; thus lymph protein concentration represents that in the free fluid. These are serious errors which negate the predictive utility of Wiederhielm's model.
In summary, every argument raised by Wiederhielm has been explored; each, when examined in detail, actually supports the subatmospheric pressures recorded from the chronically implanted subcutaneous capsules. On the other hand, the questions raised by Wiederhielm have led to substantial improvements in our understanding of the interstitium because the questions forced the behavior and properties of the interstitium to be explored in detail.
Problems with Terminology
As initially envisioned, the interstitial fluid was considered to be free fluid, and the concept of tissue fluid pressure was straightforward. However, it has been long recognized that almost all interstitial fluid is normally not free but, instead, is imbibed by the heterogeneous gel-like interstitial matrix of collagen and polysaccharides. In general, the interstitium has been represented as being a two-phase system composed of free fluid and gel fluid, although the relative amount of fluid in each phase not only is unknown, but also changes as the state of hydration is altered.
With this two-phase system, does the term "tissue fluid pressure" refer to the gel or free fluid phase? The lack of a concise answer to this question is one of the two major sources of the present controversy. Along with that question, it must be asked what the term "interstitial colloid osmotic pressure" means? These are two extremely important questions but, before responding to them, an understanding of the state of the fluid and the forces in the interstitium is necessary.
Free Fluid and Gel Fluid in the Interstitium
If the interstitium were a homogenous gel, there would be no free fluid present until the gel had swollen to the point of saturation. Once saturated, all additional fluid would become free fluid. As may be expected, the interstitium does not appear to be a perfect gel since small vacuoles of fluid may be present and these appear to enlarge with increased hydration until they coalesce as edema becomes extensive (Chase, 1959; Guyton et al, 1975) . Snashall (1977) and others have suggested that no free fluid phase is normally present. This view may be too restrictive, since several investigators have found free fluid in tissues (Wiederhieim and Weston, 1973) , and there can be tremendous quantities of free fluid with edema. On the other hand, Snash-all's suggestion may be accurate under normal conditions since only very small amounts of free fluid have been found in most experiments in spite of the fact that the tissues under study most likely underwent the changes with preparation discussed above. To date, there has been only one report (Guyton et al., 1966) in which the relative amount of fluid in the free fluid and gel fluid phase was estimated. This study suggested that the interstitium behaves in a manner very similar to that expected of a perfect gel since virtually no free fluid was present until the tissue fluid pressure reached zero and then all additional fluid entered the free fluid phase. In general, the amount of free fluid in the tissues is obviously a dynamic variable, and indeed there appears to be an exceedingly small amount of free fluid in many tissues under conditions of normal hydration, if there is any at all. The present lack of information of the relative amounts of free vs. gel fluid and their changes with hydration is a major problem which warrants serious study.
Hydrostatic and Osmotic Forces in the Interstitium
Normal subcutaneous tissue absorbs water and swells when exposed to free fluid such as isotonic Ringer's solution or plasma. This swelling appears to result from a combination of hydrostatic and osmotic forces; however, each of these may have more than one component, as shown in Figure 3 .
The osmotic force can be subdivided into the (1) van't Hoff and (2) Donnan effects. The van't Hoff contribution to osmotic pressure is directly proportional to the number of molecules in solution and, for an ideal solution, is given by II = RTC where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and C is the molar concentration of the solute. Although this relationship is more complex for the interstitial polysaccharides because of molecular interactions, it appears that the van't Hoff osmotic pressures are effectively zero when compared to the other forces, since these molecules are either very INTERSTITIAL FLUID PRESSURE/firace 293 large (hyaluronate may have a molecular weight of 10 million daltons) or the molecules may be crosslinked (Comper and Laurent, 1978) . However, the Donnan component of osmotic pressure appears to be significant, since the interstitium behaves as a polyelectrolyte which entraps a relatively large number of cations that are, at least partially, osmotically active. This is illustrated for hyaluronate in Figure 4 .
The hydrostatic force in the interstitial gel can also be divided into its components, i.e., (1) the force generated by elastic expansion or recoil of compressed elastic elements, and (2) electrostatic repulsion effects. The electrostatic repulsion effects are due to the fact that the molecules within the interstitium are electrically charged, and since like charges tend to repel each other, this tends to make the interstitial matrix expand and thus creates a suction or negative hydrostatic force. In addition, the structure of the interstitium apparently acts as a spring and has the ability to resist compression (Fessler, 1960; Hedbys et al., 1963; Brace and Guyton, 1979) . The pressure generated by recoil of the elastic structural elements tends to result in matrix expansion and thus can cause a negative hydrostatic force. Even the polysaccharide molecules in the interstitium may act as part of the elastic structural elements. Hammel and Scholander (1976) Wiederhielm (1968) . the effects of "molecular crowding." Although collagen is an important component of interstitial structure, the collagen fibers apparently are not the major source of the swelling tendency of the normal subcutaneous tissue. Meyer and Silberberg (1974) studied swelling in umbilical cord and found cord slices swelled by approximately 85% when exposed to Ringer's solution. Treatment with hyaluronidase reduced swelling to only 10 to 20% in all but one of their figures. They also found that the swelling tendency was increased after partial digestion of collagen. Overall, the study by Meyer and Silberberg showed that the swelling tendency is controlled by a combination of the forces in collagen and in the polysaccharides.
Relative Hydrostatic and Osmotic Forces within the Gel Phase
Theoretically, it is possible to distinguish between osmotic and hydrostatic forces within the interstitial gel matrix. Experimentally, this currently is not possible and may never be, because the Donnan osmotic and electrostatic repulsion forces are both dependent upon the electrostatic charges on the macromolecules within the interstitium, and any change that affects one will also affect the other.
Although changes in either pH or ionic strength can be used to alter the effects of charge on the polyelectrolytes, only changes in ionic strength have been examined for interstitial tissue. In human umbilical cord and dog subcutaneous tissue (Brace and Guyton, 1979) , elimination of the Donnan osmotic and electromechanical hydrostatic forces reduced the normal absorption pressure by less than 50%. The absorption force remaining under these conditions appears to be due to recoil of structural elements and represents the minimum hydrostatic component to the total absorption pressure of the gel Brace and Guyton, 1979) . Figure 5 shows the contribution of the different forces within the gel phase to total absorption pressure over the range of 0 to -20 mm Hg. As shown in this figure, at absorption pressures less than about -3 mm Hg, the elastic expansion hydrostatic force approximately equals the sum of Donnan and electromechanical forces. At an absorption pressure somewhat greater than -2 mm Hg, the fluid pressure within the gel equals zero. If additional free fluid is available, the gel will continue to swell until it becomes saturated because of the osmotic pressure of the gel. At this point, fluid pressure in the gel will be positive and balanced by an equal but opposite osmotic force of perhaps -1 mm Hg. Because collagen prevents the gel from swelling further (Meyer and Silberberg, 1974) , the fluid pressure in the gel always will be greater than the fluid pressure in any free fluid in contact with the gel under equilibrium conditions. Theoretical study is needed to separate the Donnan and electromechan- 
The contribution of the hydrostatic pressure due to elastic recoil of compressed elements within the gel compared to the sum ofDonnan osmotic and electromechanical hydrostatic pressure in dog subcutaneous tissue (derived from Brace and Guyton, 1979) .
ical forces so that the total osmotic and hydrostatic pressures within the gel can be compared. One additional factor that needs explanation is the effect that partial steric exclusion of protein has on forces within the gel. For example, consider a hypothetical interstitial gel in equilibrium with free fluid in which free fluid pressure is -4mm Hg and protein colloid osmotic pressure in the free fluid is 6 mm Hg. Obviously, if there is no exclusion within the gel, then the sum of fluid pressure within the gel plus the osmotic pressure of the gel equals -4 mm Hg. On the other hand, if exclusion is complete, these forces sum to -10 mm Hg. But what is the sum of non-protein gel forces if the protein is excluded from 50% of the gel fluid? This may be physiologically significant since normal exclusion within the interstitial matrix may be approximately 50%, and this varies with hydration . Meyer and Silberberg (1974) clearly showed that the extent of swelling is dependent upon the free fluid protein concentration, but the mathematical and theoretical dependency of swelling on protein interactions has yet to be developed.
Meaning of the term "Interstitial Fluid Pressure"
At this point, I shall deal with the definition of "interstitial fluid pressure" and "interstitial colloid osmotic pressure." Since virtually all interstitial fluid appears to be normally imbibed by the interstitial gel, it would seem only natural to use "tissue fluid pressure" to refer to the fluid pressure within the interstitial gel. There are major problems if this definition is used. Not only is it currently impossible to measure fluid pressure within the interstitial gel, but it may never be possible because of the inability to separate the Donnan osmotic and electromechanical hydrostatic forces. Another factor also critical in accepting this definition is that all methods that have been used to measure tissue fluid pressure actually measure the sum of all forces within the gel, excluding the plasma protein osmotic effects. These methods either find or create a pocket of free fluid within the tissues and measure the equilibration pressure within this pocket of free fluid. The recorded pressure equals the fluid pressure in the local tissue free fluid, if there is any, and also equals the sum of the osmotic pressure of the gel plus the hydrostatic pressure within the gel since pressures are recorded following equilibration. This recorded pressure has been termed the "matrix swelling pressure," "gel imbibition pressure," "gel oncotic pressure," and the "tissue absorption pressure." All are effectively synonymous except "gel oncotic pressure" because the effect of the interstitial proteins is not excluded. Whatever term is used, it must distinguish between the sum of hydrostatic and osmotic forces of the gel itself and the oncotic forces of the proteins within the gel.
All methods for sampling interstitial fluid are similar to the methods for measuring tissue fluid pressure in that they either find or create a small pocket of free fluid in the tissue. The colloid osmotic pressure of this sampled fluid corresponds to the colloid osmotic pressure only in the tissue-free fluid. However, it must be realized that the acute methods may be influenced by the effects of tissue injury and inflammation, as discussed above.
Because of the complex structure and different forces within the interstitium, the term "interstitial fluid pressure" and "interstitial colloid osmotic pressure" should preferably be used with specific reference to the free fluid or gel fluid phase. As a matter of consistency, these terms without reference to the phase should be assumed to refer to the free fluid or "potential" free fluid phase, since this is the only phase to which the experimenter has access. This may lead to the ironic situation in which the "interstitial fluid pressure" within a given tissue may not equal the hydrostatic pressure anywhere within the interstitium if there is no free fluid present, but this convention appears necessary.
Another very important reason for emphasizing the free fluid pressure of the interstitium rather than the gel fluid pressure is that it is the excess of free fluid that is associated with the usual instances of edema, and it is the pressure dynamics of the free fluid compartment that determines when or whether edema will occur. Since edema is by far the most important problem related to interstitial fluids, it is probably best to talk mainly about interstitial free fluid dynamics rather than gel fluid dynamics.
Origins of Negative Tissue Fluid Pressure
There are four primary factors that may be involved with generating and maintaining subatmospheric interstitial fluid pressure: (1) a low effective capillary pressure, (2) lymphatic removal of interstitial fluid and protein, (3) a low capillary permeability to proteins, and (4) a low capillary filtration coefficient.
If the microvascular filtration coefficient is very INTERSTITIAL FLUID PRESSURE/Brace 295 low, then there can be a substantial pressure drop across the capillary membranes and the lymphatic system can maintain the tissue hydrostatic pressure by removing the filtered volume. Although this mechanism contributes, several factors indicate that the net transcapillary pressure drop is small. Pappenheimer and Soto-Rivera (1948) and, subsequently, many others have shown that increasing capillary pressure by as little as 1 cm H2O causes substantial filtration in isolated preparations. The net lymphatic contribution can be found mathematically by dividing the steady state lymph flow rate by the capillary filtration coefficient. For a variety of tissues, this procedure indicates that the net transcapillary pressure drop is less than 1 mm Hg (cf. Chen et al., 1976) . This means that lymphatic removal of fluid normally produces only a small fraction of the -5 mm Hg recorded in the dog (Table 7) . However, in the intact conscious animal, decreases in the filtration coefficient in the dependent regions may be a major factor helping to maintain a low tissue fluid pressure. A negative interstitial fluid pressure can exist only if the interstitial protein concentration is low relative to that of the plasma. Increased interstitial proteins due to either increased capillary protein permeability or decreased lymphatic protein removal are well known to cause edema and positive fluid pressures. Also, organs with naturally high protein permeabilities, such as the liver, have positive fluid pressures (Laine et al., 1979) .
Perhaps the primary cause of negative tissue fluid pressure is a low capillary pressure. Recent studies indicate that the net effective capillary pressure averages only 10 to 11 mm Hg in intact dog Guyton, 1976, 1977a) , and rat , and guinea pig (Christian and Brace, 1980) subcutaneous tissue and muscle. Many estimates of capillary pressure in the dog and rat have been substantially greater than these values, apparently due to the effects of organ isolation Guyton, 1976, 1977a) and the effects of preparation for measurements as discussed above. In general, it appears that an effective capillary pressure on the order of 4 mm Hg or more below the plasma protein osmotic pressure is needed in order to be compatible with a negative tissue fluid pressure in subcutaneous tissue.
Several investigators (cf. Snashall, 1977; Wiederhielm, 1977) have suggested that the negative tissue fluid pressures that have been recorded are caused by the polysaccharides and proteoglycans that make up the gel phase of the interstitium. This is not true. The negative free fluid pressure is in equilibrium with and equal to the absorption pressure of the interstitial gel, but not caused by it.
In summary, it appears that in most subcutaneous tissue a negative free fluid pressure is maintained over the short term by a low capillary pressure and over the long term by lymphatic removal of interstitial proteins.
To conclude, reasons no longer exist to cause the topic of interstitial fluid pressure to be considered controversial. Major advances in our understanding of interstitial fluid pressure and its measurement have occurred and continue to occur partly because of work in two areas: (1) determination of the effects of tissue preparation and local tissue injury on the recorded pressure, and (2) use of total tissue pressure as the reference for interstitial fluid pressure. Further studies of other organs and different species are needed to better understand tissue fluid dynamics. It is to be hoped that these studies will include functional aspects of the interstitial spaces.
